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Sealer Specifications
Strapping: Magnus® or Apex Plus™ steel strapping

Strapping size:  
3/4" or 1-1/4"x 0.025" to 0.031" 
(19 mm or 32 mm x 0.64 mm to 0.80 mm)

Joint type: 
3/4" - Double reverse notch
1-1/4" - Single reverse notch

Seal type: 
3/4" - 34 HOC, 34 HC-OF
1-1/4" - 114 P, 114 OF
Weight:
3/4" - 8.0 lbs. (3.6 kg)
1-1/4" - 7.5 lbs. (3.4 kg)

Battery Powered Sealer for 3/4" and 1-1/4" Steel Strapping
Signode GripPack
Break free from the lack of portability and high weight associated with pneumatic tools. Our latest innovations, the GripPack steel 
strap sealer and tensioner, provide the low weight and portability that operators need but can’t get with pneumatic tools. Plus they 
deliver maximum power and performance without the air generation costs and inconsistencies of pneumatically driven tools.

The GripPack tools’ lightweight, durable design make them easy to handle and operate. With one-button operation and performance 
enhancing features not found on pneumatic tools, they vastly improve productivity for the application of steel strapping in heavy-duty 
hand tool applications.

Sealer Part Numbers
Sealer only:
3/4" - 800670
1-1/4" - 800250

GripPack Kits (Includes sealer, battery and charger)

3/4" -    110 volt: 800972
          220 volt: 800973
1-1/4" - 110 volt: 800464
           220 volt: 800465

Spare battery and charger
Battery only: 800293 
110 volt charger only: 800294 
220 volt charger only: 800543

Use the QR code to learn  
more about GripPack...

www.signode.com/grippack

Strap detection system  
eliminates accidental 
cycling

18 volt 
lithium-ion  
battery for 
long-lasting 
operation

LED light  
illuminates  
seal area

One-button  
operation

Lightweight design 
and ergonomic handle 
reduces operator fatigue

Maximum 
portability... 
no cord,  
no hose

Green/red LED battery light 
indicates charge level

240 single notches  
per charge
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